
 

 

to the   Stephen van Rooyen 

 

Chief Executive Officer, Sky UK & Ireland and Chief Commercial Officer, Sky Group                                                  
24/11/23    

  

Support for genocide massacre and crimes against humanity not seen since the RE : 

ignoring the hundreds of babies, women and children Ignoring the massacre and  holocaust

 and ignoring harm to Jews on campus who are captives in Gaza  

   

  
Greetings.   

  years ago, the Jewish people went through extremely difficult genocide.   1. 80   

2. In Germany, a mad leader named Hitler arose who decided to exterminate the entire 

Jewish people.  

3. He took a globe and marked on it how many Jews there are in each country. 

 4. Then he set off. He murdered over six million Jewish people and millions more of the 

disabled, Gypsies and more. 

5. The whole world was silent and did nothing to stop this horrible genocide. 

  never again.6. Since the world swore   

. and you did not keep your word7. This month the world  

8. On Simchat Torah, a Jewish holiday, thousands of Nazi terrorists broke into Jewish 

communities throughout Israel. They murdered, raped, slaughtered, abused the bodies and 

committed war crimes, crimes against humanity and genocide.  

9. They desecrated the bodies, abused them, took people's eyes out with a spoon, burned 

people alive. Destroyed communities and all for one purpose pure evil and hatred. This is 

not a legitimate war, but an infinite evil that is prohibited by every law and every moral 

standard. 

instead of expressing sharp criticism of Hamas,   your employee that I was amazed to see.10

which kidnapped and held babies, women, children, and the elderly, demanding an end to 

international law, you blame the State of Israel, that Palestinian lives are not important to 

them, and this is proven by the fact that the State of Israel replaces 50 babies with 150 

terrorists. 

https://twitter.com/EylonALevy/status/1727647670716518677


 

 

11. Not only that, you also refused to apologize and said you were voicing the other side. If 

so, would you also voice the side of the Nazis and Hitler to the Jews? Here is an example. 

Hitler claims that you are harming the lion race and therefore you deserve to die, what is 

your reaction? Or to people with disabilities and the elderly, Hitler claims that you are a 

burden on the people and must be killed, what is your reaction?      

11. When there are nine Nazis and a guest in the room and the Nazis tell about what they 

did that day and the guest is silent, this means there are ten Nazis in the room. 

 12. The Jewish people will rise from the grief and the dust and win, but you   

13. The warmest place in their hell is reserved for those who in times of war maintained 

neutrality, so you who supported Nazism and the enemy will be in a higher place. shame. 

14. in the name of the entire Jewish people and in the name of the 1400 massacred. The 

babies and women, the elderly and the young immediately condemned the terrible 

massacre without any reservation, demanded immediately without reservation the return of 

all the abductees and immediately canceled the awarding of points to those who support 

terrorism, and on the contrary awarded points to those who fight terrorism for the State of 

Israel and against the terrorist organization Hamas.   

SHAME SHAME SHAME 

Shai Glick 

CEO BTSALMO 

  

 

         

        


